**Case Study: ICICI BANK – INTERNAL AUDIT DEPARTMENT**

**PENTANA AUDIT WORK SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION**

**Introduction**

Emerging trends in the banking sector due to globalisation, liberalisation, increasing environment complexity, regulatory requirements & accountability is driving banks in India to adopt & implement technology driven solutions to manage a structured approach to governance, risk & compliance initiatives. Management requires accurate information on risk assessments, effectiveness of controls & regulatory compliance to efficiently manage banking operations. It is becoming increasingly essential to implement technology driven solutions to manage & provide critical information on audit & assurance initiatives. This case study covers the details of the implementation of Pentana Audit Work System into ICICI Bank, presenting the challenges, solutions and the results achieved.

**Customer Profile**

ICICI Bank, a large private sector bank with global operations, has implemented large technology based solutions for various business needs. They were in need of an effective integrated system for their Internal Audit Department (IAD), and their business requirement was for an 'end-to-end' integrated technology solution for risk based internal audit management. The bank implemented Pentana Audit Works System (PAWS), Retain Resource Planner through Pentana Ltd and AUDITime Information Systems (I) Ltd for consulting and implementation services, successfully achieving their requirements while adding substantial value and benefits to their initiatives.

**KEY BENEFITS:**

- A Single Stop of Audit Information for all Stakeholders
- Increased Efficiency and Effectiveness in Audits and Assessments
- Risk Based Audit Planning with ‘real-time’ Information on Patterns & Trends in Risks
- Boost in Productivity of Auditors & Effective Mechanism of Monitoring Audits
- Achieved Significant Cost Savings
- Eliminated Gaps and 40 % Duplication in Coverage
- Improved Visibility, Enterprise Wide Risk and Audit Landscape
- Report Automation
- Online ‘real-time’ Issue Closure Cycle
- Score & Parameter Based Rating System with Qualitative Dimension of Risk Analysis
- Adoption of Best Practices and Adherence to RBI Guidelines
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**Challenges**

**STRUCTURE**
- Complex audit universe structure.
- Complex business domain structures.
- Complex representation needs of business units in the risk, audit and compliance department.
- Dynamic and evolving structures due to business volatility.

**AUDIT PLANNING**
- Planning – 'structured for some domains, ad-hoc for others.'
- Absence of uniform and standardised planning.
- Implementing risk based audit planning for all domains.
- Necessity for clear visualisation of trends in risks.
- Resource management, planning and time management.

**PROCESS**
- Complex approach to executing planned audits.
- Requirement to incorporate intricacies of manual audit flow.
- Complex issue closure process.

**METHODOLOGY**
- Prolonged and ad-hoc approach in building Key Risk Indicators (KRI) and controls.
- Inadequate dissemination of assessment guidance.
- Inconsistent approach to assessments by different domains.
- Need to attune the risk scoring method for better analysis.
- Requirement for streamlining risk and control attributes.
- Integrated governance risk compliance management system.

**REPORTING AND ANALYSIS**
- Need for extensive comparative 'real-time' reporting.
- Integrated governance risk compliance management system.
- Requirement for analysis dashboards and report automation.

**Solutions**

**STRUCTURE**
- Well defined framework for audit universe, structure to include all business processes, units, functions and all types of audits.
- Scalable and flexible structure created to manage dynamic changes in business structures.
- Structures presented by business units were represented in PAWS incorporating perspectives pertinent to the audit department for performing their activities.

**AUDIT PLANNING**
- Structured parameters for planning based on regulatory & management requirements implemented for all domains.
- Centralised one system for planning and scheduling.
- Unified approach to Risk Based Audit Planning (RBAP).
- Better visualisation of patterns & trends by extensive collation of risk assessment results for present & past assessments.
- IT governance & risk parameters defined for Information System Audits.

**PROCESS**
- Efficient, effective, streamlined implementation of risk assessment and audit process enabled auditors to concentrate on areas with high risk, reduce efforts for mundane tasks added, increase frequency, repeatability and reduce costs.
- All aspects of present processes replicated in the system.
- Simplified extensive issue and action closure processes incorporated into the system to make it online and real-time.

**METHODOLOGY**
- Mechanism to conveniently build Key Risk Indicators (KRI) and controls.
- The PAWS system enabled enhanced hierarchical presentation of processes, risk, controls and tests (verification measures).
- Implemented a standard approach to assessments for all domains with standard checklists and assessment guidance.
- Implemented standard checklist format with archival, attributes for risk and controls and internal control over reporting.

**REPORTING AND ANALYSIS**
- Instantaneous reporting for impromptu management and audit committee requirements, with automation in reporting.
- Enterprise wide risk and management dashboards.
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**Solution and Approach**

**Definition of Auditable Entities**
Maintaining all attributes covering tier structures, product units, information system (IS) applications, IS assets, IS infrastructure, bank branches, central and regional processing units, banking product units, banking functions, geographies, subsidiaries, processes, hierarchical structure within the organisation. These entity definitions were created in a flexible scalable structure to enable the organisation to meet the extensive reporting and enterprise wide analysis requirements, absorbing changes in the business environment that may affect the business structure.

**Library Content Development**
Definition and creation of library content for standardising the process of recording, documenting, updating and maintaining a centralised repository of audit checklists/risk and controls metrics with version control and audit trail for changes has been implemented. All risk controls and tests are created in a hierarchy falling under process areas for a single checklist. This enables content management specific to the audit unit profile, ensures the right checklists are pulled for the respective audits by building controls in this regard and meets regulator requirements (Reserve Bank of India RBI) for archiving old audit checklists. It also enables creation and understanding of KPI’s and mitigating controls.

**Audit Planning**
Implemented the risk based audit approach as per the regulatory requirements (RBI guidelines) based on risk parameters, audit ratings and forced frequency requirements. The analysis culled out of the system provides effective inputs on the trends of risk enabling effective planning. Planning and scheduling initiatives have been standardised and implemented for all IAD domains including an information systems domain.

**Resource Management**
Integration of resource planning and time management with the audit planning to ensure efficiency in executing the audits, compliance and monitoring initiatives. Retain planning, time management and analysis modules are implemented which enable effective planning and time management providing analysis on utilisation and availability of auditors.

**Methodical Streamlined Audit Process**
At the heart of the system implementation lies standardisation of processes across all departments and domains. Standardised and streamlined processes across all domains and functions ensure repeatability in audit and compliance activities and increases the frequency of activities helping auditors to concentrate on significant and material areas. A structured approach through the system enables avoidance of duplication in efforts and documentation.

**GRC Convergence**
In a dynamic economic environment the relevance of true GRC convergence has gained lot of importance. This implementation covered laying a strong foundation for GRC convergence. The concept of convergence involves combining and strategically managing information, methodologies, ratings, analysis, reporting requirements and monitoring mechanisms used by the organisations assurance professionals. The diverse approaches only create duplication and undesirable mundane activities bringing diminishing returns towards value oriented management. GRC convergence effectively resolves duplication and related issues. At the core of implementing GRC convergence lies the following:

- Structuring monitoring initiatives to avoid duplication.
- Implementing streamlined unified processes.
- Implementing consistent and reliable methodology.
- Leveraging through technology solutions.
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SOLUTION AND APPROACH

Auditor Assessments and Ranking
Implementation of a standardised scoring & rating methodology has been enhanced to include risk scoring based on likelihood and impact scores, based on a quantitative risk scoring method and control evaluation scores to provide control effectiveness and risk analysis with better depiction of risk trends, patterns & final audit rating. Inherent risk assessments impacting detection risk enables auditors to make informed decisions on sample sizes & criteria for verification tests necessary to hold audit risk to an acceptable low level.

Audit Monitoring
Having implemented ‘real-time’ unified one window monitoring capabilities where audits and assessments can be monitored by status and fieldwork progress at various hierarchy levels within the audit team, ICICI have effectively saved audit managers time and reduced onsite visits. Working papers and audit evidentiary documents stored in the system centrally further augment flow of information for monitoring audit evidence real-time and at any point in time.

Risk Analysis
Comprehensive risk assessment analysis facilitate decision making, enabling management to understand trends in risk and control evaluations. Framework for risk definition and classification as per RBI guidelines have been implemented, enabling measurement for category wise risk and the percentage of errors reported for audit tests performed. The risk methodology was standardised and enhanced to support heat map analysis. Heat map analysis includes pre audit and post audit risk rankings, with depiction of segment wise movement of risk on completion of risk assessments and audits. This enables the recording and analysis of patterns and trends in risk and effectiveness of controls and the details of final audit ratings reflected with comparative results of past audit ratings. Analysis dashboards for slicing and dicing data as per the defined parameters to view risk analysis, for example, per business process, risk control categories / attributes, business units, process owners, COSO framework.

Instantaneous comparative results can be analysed & reported on for risk, performance of controls and issues reported between bank branches and banking functions.

Issue Closure and Action Tracking
With integrated end-to-end audit issue closure cycle complete through the system, auditors can record & prioritise issues, include recommendations, add action plans and follow up on them for closure. Auditor initialised email notifications to inform business users to complete the actions plans. Business user responses can be ascertained online. All complexities of the issues and action plan processes are covered. Auditor’s can track and follow-up on the pending actions through the action tracker with dashboards and pending action plan age analysis.

Reporting
Flexible reporting capabilities have been implemented to report extensively for ad-hoc comparative reports required by management and audit committee reporting requirements. All reports are automated so that they may run at the touch of a button while meeting specific formats, with regulatory and international reporting standards and requirements.

Integrated Technology Solution
Web module functionality, remote terminal connection capability, with secure & centralised database, improves accuracy, enhances collaboration and allows for easy review even from remote locations. Provides convenient access to past audit data, lets you establish access rights, authorisation matrix & prevents unauthorised access. User defined field behaviours, configuring organisation specific nomenclatures and easy configuration settings have made maintenance easy & less dependent on the system vendors. The Pentana Audit Work System’s user friendly interface ensured easy acceptability by the users & a shorter adoption phase.
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Results:

- Reduced Audit Silos.
- Improved Audit Visibility.
- Enterprise Wide Risk and Audit Landscape.
- Implementation of a Centralised Repository of Processes, Risks Controls and Verification Tests, with Attributes.
- Increased Productivity of Auditors and Managers by 30%.
- Increased Efficiency and Effectiveness of Audits, made tasks Repeatable Reduced Costs.
- Implementation of Internal Controls over Reporting Risk and Control Mapping with Accounts and Assertions.
- Established a Common Language for Risk and Control Across the Organisation.
- Eliminated Gaps and Duplication in Coverage by 40%.
- Elimination of Audit Resource Management Hurdles, Provided Effective Status on Utilisation and Deployment.
- Established a Successful Foundation for GRC Convergence.
- Decrease in Time Spent by Auditors on Mundane Tasks, Helped to Concentrate on Value Oriented Activities.
- Decrease in Time Spent by Audit Managers due to "One Window Multiple Audits Monitoring Capability."
- Presents a Better Oversight and Insight into the Risks and Control Environment.
- Information for Sample Size & Criteria Selection Enable Auditors to Manage Detection and Audit Risk Effectively at Low Levels.
- Count and Percentage of Errors Calculations Reported for Operational Risks.
- Presents Effective Details on the Patterns and Trends in Risk.
- Shorter Issue Closure Cycle, with Faster Issue Rectification Cycles.
- Auditor/Auditee Interactions Now Online and 'real-time' Through the System – "One Window Approach."
- Revenue Leakage Identification and Recovery Details.
- "Web Interview" Pre / Post Audit Questionnaires with Notifications to Business Users and Auditors.
- Access to Auditors at Remote Branches and Locations Through Web Interface.
- Enhanced Comparative Analysis Enabled by Implementation of a Standardised Rating Method.
- Comparative Analysis Now Possible with the Click of a Button.
- Automation in Reporting.
- Complete Audit Trail, Versioning and Archival of Audit Checklists.
- Centralised Repository of Audit Evidentiary Documents and Audit Work Papers (Permanent & Current Work papers).
- Dashboards for Executives and Management.
- Effective Knowledge Management.
- Assurance Initiatives Supported Effectively by Accurate Information Flows.
- Efficient Use of Staff Expertise and Knowledge Management due to Centralised Repository.
- Effectively Leveraging on Technology for their Risk, Audit and Compliance Management.